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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

'

Inspection Report
50 250/91201; Company50 251/91-201

Florida Power and Light
Turkey Point huclear Power Plant, Units 3 and 4

The U.S. huclear Regulatory Commission conducted a Design Validation Inspection
in October 1989 to assess the effectiveness c' the Turkey Point Performance
Enhancement Program on configuration control. The inspection was documented in '

NRC lbspection Report 50 250 and 50-251/89 203. During the week of February 25,
1991 & Design Validation Inspection followup was conducted at the licensee's
nucle,ar engineering offices at Juno Beach, Florida. The 1989 inspection had
identified 14 deficiencies and 9 inspector followup items. Six of the
deficiencies ano all of the followup items have been closed in other NRC
inspections. This inspection closed seven of the remaining eight deficier.cies.

Deficiency 69 203-12 remained open due to the fact that the calculation gener-
ated to resolve this deficiency was itself dcficient. The calculation computed '

new loads but did not use these loads to check the ade
toncrete pedestal of the component cooling water (CCW)quacy of the supportingheat exchanger, even
'though the new loads appeared to be about twice the magnitude of the original !
loads. The team requested that the licensee resolve tais item prior to restart.

.

Deficiency 89-203-16 concerned the seismic qualification of the CCW pump, surge
tank, and their anchorages. The licensee was implementing modification packages ;

to strengthen the anchorages. Since the Unit 4 surge tanc supporting platform ;
needed the modific6 tion to meet Bulletin 79-02 program commitments, the licensee '

stated that the Unit 4 portion of the modification would be cDmpleted prior to
restart. This iteu was closed by the team based on that understanding.

; ;

The original inspection had identified problems in the quality of contractor :
wurk products and the licensee's lack of review of these products. The
licensee presented to the followup team a program to correct these problems. *

However, the team questioned the effectiveness of this program in light of the
nutter of errors found in the contracted engineering products reviewed during

.

this inspection.

The team determined that the licensee's component dt.ign requirement verifi- t

cation program had made good initial progress. Although the verification was
only partially completed, it appeared that this program, when completely I
implemented, would make a positive contribution to the design basis documen-
tation reconstitution program.- ,
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) serformed a design validation
it.spection(DVI)oftheTurkeyPointNuclear)lanttoassesstheactionsthat
the Florida Power and Lijht Company (FPL, the licensee) tad taken in the
Perforraance Enhancement progran (PEP) on configuration control. The NRC staff
perfortned the DVI using the safety system functional inspection methodology on
three plant systerns (NRC Inspection Report (IR) 50 250 and 50 251/89 203) and
identified 14 deficiencies in the design and operation of the three systems and
9 inspector followup (IFU) items on the PEP program. FPL's letter No. L-90 350,
dated October 9, 1990, to NRC provided the status of the corrective actior.s for
those deficiencies and IFUs. The nine inspector followup items involving the
PEP prograro were closed by Region 11. The purpose of this follovup ins)ection
was to assess the status of FPL's corrective actions and to close out tie
previously identified deficiencies as appropriate.

The team closed out all deficiencies but one. The team requested that this item
be resolved before restart.

2.0 INSPECTION DETAILS

The 14 deficiencies on the design and operational aspects of the three systems
%ere resolved in several inspection reports. Deficiencies 89-203 14, 89 203-15,
and 89-203-18 were reissued as violations and subsequently were closed by NRC
Inspection Reports 50-250 and 50 251/90 19 and 91-07. Deficiencies 89-203 21,
89-203 22, and 89 203-23 a re reviewed and closed by Inspection Report 50-250
and 50-251/S1 03. The status of the remaining eight deficiencies is discussed
below.

(Closed) - Deficiency 89 203-10: CCW Heat Exchanger fundaruntal Frequency

FPL's purchase order for the CCW replaceroent heat exchangers specified that the
replacernent heat exchcngers be qualified by the response spectrum approach for
the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) as specified in Appendix C of the purchase
order. The SSE spectrum in the purchase order specified a rnaximum value of
1.0gandazeroperiodacceleration(ZPA)valueof0.4g. These g-values were
more conservative than the maxitsum value of 0.5 g and ZPA value of 0.15 g as
specified for the one-sercent damped SSE ground response spectrum in Figure
SA-1 of the FSAR. Becitel Calculation C-SJ-183-02, CCW Heat Exchanger Support
Pedestal Load Evaluation, included an evaluation of the heat exchanger funda-
raental frequency which was computed to be greater than 33 Hz and concluded that
the heat exchangers were rigid. Therefore, the calculation used the ZPA values
of the SSE spectrum to generate the seismically induced reaction loads of the
heat exchangers. Subsequently Target Technology used the ZPA loads together
with other loads to qualify the heat exchanger shell, as indicated in Stress
Report '' Stress Analysis of CCW Heat Exchanger Replacement / Turkey Point, Unit 4,"
Revision 2, October 4, 1988 However, the 8echtel calculation failed to
consider the transverse flexibility of the concrete pedestals supporting the
heat exchangers. If the flexibility of the supporting concrete pedestals was
considered in the analysis, the seistnic loads required to qualify the heat
exchanger shell might increase; therefore, Target's stress report might not
adequately qualify the replacement heat exchangers.

1
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In its response, the licensee iridicated that the heat exchanger pedestal
scrports were determined to be flexible with fundamental frequency of approxi-
nately 5 Hz in the longitudinal axis and concluded that the quslification of
the replacement heat exchangers had to be reviewed and revised, The heat
exchanger qualification was reviewed in order to detersiine the effect of the
new nozzle loads and the pedtstal flexibility. The licensee found that the
nozzle loadings did not adversely affect the qualification of the exchanger.
Upon further review of the seismic in>ut provided in the specification to the
heat exchanger vendor it was found tact the respcnse spectrum used was a
conservatively tmplifIed enveloping res sonse spectrum curve. The ZPA for the
enveloping spectro provided iri the purc ase specification was grtater than the
acceleration ccrresponding to 5 Hz on the ground response spectra, which
corresponded to the base of the support pedestals (0.4 g versus 0.37 g respect-
ively). Accordirigly, the seismic loading on the heat exchangers would be
reduced, even when the pedestal flexibility was considered. Target Technolo-
gies prcvidtd FPL with a revised final stress report that considered the effects
of the correct pedestal flexibility, the new nozzle loads, and the ground
response spectra that correspond to the heat exchanger location. Tae licensee
incorporated this report into the heat exchanger replacement engineering docu-
mchtation package.

The followup team reviewed Bechtel's revised Calculation C SJ183 12 "CCW Heat
#

Exchanger Pedestal Stiffness Analysis," Revision 2, Ja*, vary 27, 1990, which
dccumented a fundamental frequency of 5.3 Hz for the concrete redest61s along
the longitudinal axis of the heat exchanger shell. This calculation indicated
that the heat exchanger shell should have been qualified for the maximum value
(1.0 g) rather than the ZPA value (0.4 g) of the response spect'cuu specified in
the surchase order for the heat exchanger. Bechtel transmitted the inagnitude
of t ie transverse pedestal stiffness to Target for inserthe into Target's
mathematical model of the heat exchanger shell and also irgiructed Target to
use the one-percent dacped response spectrum in the FSAR tastead of the response
spectrum stated in the purchase order. This spectrum curve reduced the inexiinum
design 9-value from 1.0 g to 0.5 g, but met the FSAR requirements. The team's
review revealed that Target did not completely incorporate the revised nozzle
loads into the resised stress report (Revision 3, dated April 14,1990).

In order to resolve this concern, Bechtel prepared Celculation C-$J 183 07
" Design Verification Report for Upgrading CCW Heat Exchanger to a Seismically
Qu611fied Cornponent * Revision 1, february 27, 1991, during the inspection.
This calculation inuItiplied the heat exchanger component stresses in the Target
stress report by a worst-case ratio of 1,53 to account for the revised loads
that the Target report tabulated but did not completely address. Bechtel's
calculation demonstrated that the stresses, esen after the n.ultiplication of the
worst-case ratio, still remained below the allowable stresses for the components
of the heat exchanger shell. Therefore, Deficiency 89-203-10 is closed.

(Closed) - Deficiency 89-203-11: Shell-Side Nozzle Loads for Replacement CCW
M at Exchangers

Teledyne Calculation 6961C-1, Analysis of Stress Problem 025 Unit 4. Turkey
Point, for Replaccuent of CCW Heat Exchangers, included the qualification of
the CCW piping attached to the CCW heat exchanger shell-side nozzles. In order
to reduce the shell-side nozzle loads, Teledyne used circumferential and |

|
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longitudinal rotational spring constants at the pipe nor:1e interfaces instead
of modeling these interfaces as rigid anchors. However, Televyne's piping

: analysis did not account for the transverse flexibility of the concrete pedes-
tais that support the heat exchanger. The addition of a translational spring
constant to tie piping mathematical model to account for the transverse flext-
bility of the concrete pedestals might change the frequency response of the
attached piping, and might incr6ase the magnitudes of the piping stresses and
tne CCW heat exchanger shell side norrie loads.

The licensee responded that, in order to resolve this deficiency, Bechtel and
Teledyne had revised the four piping stress analyses that address the piping on
the shell and tube sides of the CCW heat exchanger to incorporate the trans.
verse flexibility of the concrete sedestals which was computed by Bechtel
Calculation C $J18312. "CCW Heat Exchanger Pedestal Stiffness Analysis,'
Revision 2, January 27, 1990. The revised analyses showed that the pipe
stresses and pipe support loads were all within the FSAR allowable stresses.

Bechtel and Teledyne incorporated the pedestal spring constant in the following
pipe stress analyses.

1. Bechtel Celculation M 12-183 02, " Intake Cooling Water Piping From the
ComponentCoolingWaterHeatExchangers(Inlet)" Revision 6, March 16,.

*
1990.

2. Lechtel Calculation M 12-183 04, " Intake Cooling Water Piping From the
ComponentCoolingWaterHeatExchangers(Outlet)," Revision 2
Nowaber 28, 1989.

3. Teltdyne Calculation 6961C 3, " Analysis of Stress Problem 038, Unit 4
Turkey Point, for Replacement of CCW Heat Exchangers," Revision 6
December 7, 1989.

4 Teledyne Technical Report TR 5322120 " Turkey Point Nuclear Unit 4 '

Auxiliary Ccolant System (Outside Containment)," Revision 2, July 27,
1990.

The followup team reviewed the referenced piping analyses and confirmed that
the pedestal spring constants had been inserted into the sip;ng analyses and
that pipe stresses, pipe support loads, and nozzle loads 1ad been appropr,iately
reviewed. Therefore, Deficiency 89 203-11 is closed.

h(0 pen) - Deficiency89-203 12: Qualification of_the Concrete Pedestals for the
e laceinent CCW } feat Exchangers

Dechtel Calculation C SJ-183-02, " Heat Exchanger Support Pedestal Load Evalua-
tion," included a check of the heat exchanger concrete pedestals to determine
their ability to resist she seismic reactions of the replacement heat exchanger.
Hwever, the Bechtel calculation computed the heat exchanger seismic reactions
using the ZPA load of 0.4 g originally specified in FPL's purchase order, which
did not consider the trensverse flexibility of the concrete pedestals. Moreover
asnotedintheBechtelcalculation,Bechteldidnotaccesstheconcretepedestal
detail' drawing. Without the civil drawing for the concrete pedestal, the l wl

,

,
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transfer betwesn the heat exchanger and the top of the pedestal thrcugh the
pedestal anchor bolts, the structural capacity of the H 4estal itself, and the
load transfer between the base of the pedestal and the building concrete slab
could not be adequately checked. The Bechtel calculation had to make assump-
tions regarding the amount of pedestal steel reinforcement to perform the
analysis. Therefore, Cniculation C 5J 183-02 contained several undocumented
engineering judgements,

lh its response the licensee indicated that Bechtel Calculation C SJ 183 02,
" Heat Excnanger, Support Pedestal Load Evaluation,' had been revised to recompute
the pedestal reactions to account for the transverse flexibility of the con-

icrete pedestals. Bechtel prepared a STAAD mathematical model of the heat
exchanger shell to 6ddress the revised nozzle loads from the piping analyses
that Bechtel and Teledyne revised to address Deficiency 89 203 11. The mathe-
matical model of the heat exchanger shell also incorporated the tranverse ,

pedestal spring constant at the south pedestal and released the trans'.erse
restraint at tae north pedestal to ace' o for the expansion joint in the heat
exchanger support at that location. T?.e fundamental frequency of the heat
exchanger along its longitudinal axis of 5.3 Hz
engagedthemaximumg-valueofthedesignrespons(espectrum.see Deficiency 89-20310)The maximum '

g-value would have been 1.0 g if the ortain61 seismic requirements of FPL's,

purchase order had bcen implen.ented. However, Bechtel used the maximum value
'of 0.37 g specified for the two sercent damped SSE ground response spectrum in
Figure SA-1 of the FSAR, which tie team determined to be the licensing
corraitment.

',
The followup train r viewed Calculation C-SJ-183 02, ' Heat Exchanger Support
Pedestal Load Evaluation," Revision 9. January 23, 1990, and concluded that
techtel had nct verif ed the adequacy of the pedestals in resisting the revised
loads. This is signi'icant because the revised loads appeared to be about twice
the magnitude of the to6ds originally used to check the pedestals. Furthermore,
the original pedest;l check also incorrectly reduced the design shear at the
south pedestal by deducting the magnitudes of the minimum friction forces
induced at both the north and south pedestals, rather than deducting the
magnitude of the friction force induced at the north pedestal alone. In
addition, FPL's civil engineering grou) identified an error in the formulation
of the pedestal moment of inert f a in tie original pedestal check,

>

t

TPL has tasked Bechtel to perform e reanalysis of the heat exchanger pedestals,
which will incorporate the actual pedestal reinforcement that FPL identified '

during the week of the followup inspection. Deficiency 89-203-12 remains o
pending the NRC's receipt and review of FPL's revised pedestal calculation. penThe
team requested that this deficiency be resolved prior to the restart of the units. i

:

h(Closed) - Deficiency89-203-13: Replacement CCW Heat Exchanger Shell-Side
ozzle Loads

!

The heat exchangers were qualified to the original imposed dead loads, nozzle i

loads and seismic loads in a Target Technology Ltd. report. Bechtel Calculation
M li-183-01 tabulated shell-side nozzle loads that were substantially highet
than the nuzzle loads that Bechtel originally transmitted to Target and that

,

'
1
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Target used in the qualification re ort. On November 23 1988, Bechtel trans-
mitted the revised nozzle loads to arget. On r : ember I 1988 bechtel and
Target discussed these nozzle loads, and Targei, informed $echtel that the
increased nozzle loads were acceptable as noted in Lechtel letter V-738,
December 2, 1968. However Target never revised and reissued the CCW heat
exchanger qualification rep,urt to document the qualification of the heat
exchangers for the revised nozzle loads.

TFL responded that, af ter the piping analysis had been revised Bechtel trans-
mitted the revised nozzle luads to Target in requisition and purchasing
authorizatiun(RPA) order 358314401, December 3, 1989. Thi, document also
transnitted the pedestal spring constant and revised required ressonse spectrato Target. Target transmitted a revised final stress report to F?L. This
report included a consideration of the effects of the newly revised nozzle
loads.

The followu) teamconfirmedthatT6rget'srevised(Revision 3)stressreport
tabuleted tie revised nozzle loads, but did not completely implement the revised
nozzle loads in the analysis. However, as noted in Deficiency 89 203 10,,

Bechtel arepared a calculation to demonstrate that the adjusted stresses for the
heat exc1 anger shell compenents due to the revised nozzle loads were lower than
the allowable stresses. Therefore, Deficiency 89-203 13 is closed.

,

JClosed) - Deficiency 89-203 16: CCW Pump and Surge Tank Seismic Qualification
and Anchorage Ch~cck

Westinghouse Equipnent Specification 6764Ls included the seismic qualification
criteria for the CCW pumps. Section 3.2.12 of the specification stated that
the pumps were to be designed to resist earthqu6ke forces in the horizontal and
vertical directions, as specified by the pump data sheets. The Westinghouse
centrifugal pump data sheet APCC-532 specified a horizontal design acceleration
of 1.0 g and a vertical desis,n acceleration of 0.67 g. FPL could not access
the seismic qualification documents for the CCW pumps, any seismic criteria for
the CCW surge tank, or any seismic qualification documents. The (quipment
anchorage should have been checked for the combined effects of piping thrust,
dcadioad, and seismic locd. However, FPL could not access the anchorage .
calculations for the CCW pumps and surge tanks.

The licenste's response indicated thet this situation w6s not uncommon for power
plants of Turkey Point's vintage. The issue of equipment seismic qualification
was being addressed under Generic Letter 87-02 " Verification of Seismic Ade-
quacy of Mechanic 61 and Electrical Equipnient in Operating Reactors, UnresolvedSafety issue A-46." FPL had submitted a program to NRC for resolution. In
addition, Westinghouse performed a review of the Turkey Point stismic design
in July 1989, which was documented in WCAP-12051, " Turkey Point Units 3 and 4
Fragility Analysis for Qualification of Seismic Capabilities of Butidings,
Structures, and Equipments." The Westinghouse report concludcd that the Turkey
Point safety related equipment, including the CCW pumps and surge tanks, have
high generic seismic capacities and, if properly anchored, the equipment was
seismit611y adequate due to Turkey Point's location in a low seismicity region.
The team did not review the Westinghouse report, since this document formed part

; of FPL's program to address Unreso_1ved_ Safety Issue A-46.
!

5
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FPL indicated that Bechtel had analyzed the CCW pump anchorage to evaluate ta i

effects of nozzle loads dead loads, and seismic loads. This analysis showed
that the pump was satisfactorily anchored to withstand all postulated loads.

;

I Bechtel also analyzed the CCW surge tank anchorages (including steel supporting
members) to evaluate the effeGs of nozzle loads, dead loads, and seismici

loads. The analysis showed that the structural sembers and connections would
adequately withstand all postulated loads and would remain within FSAR allow.

i

ables. The analysis showed that the expansion anchors used to attach the,

supporting members to the concrete walls could function properly. However, the
analysis indicated that Unit 4 would need modification to qualify the existing
expansion anchors which suppurt the surge tank platform to the factors of safety
required for long term operation by the Bulletin 79-02 program.

| The followu) team reviewed Bechtel Calculation C $J183 11. "CCW Pump Pedest61
Analysis * Revision 1. December 4 1909, and identified an error in the compu.;

tationofthemaximumpedestalboltload. Bechtel revised the Calculation.

; (Revision 2, dated February 27,1991) to correct the error, which the team
accepted.

w

' Cooling Water Surge Tank Rigidity U) grade," Revisions OFPL also prepared modific6 tion packages PC/M 90-471 and 90 472, January 25,' Componentdated
*1991,tostrengthentheUnit3andJnit4CCWsurgetanhplatformconfigurations

,

by adding longitudinal and transverse bracing to the CCW surge tanks. The team
reviewed Bechtel Calculation C SJ394-01 "CCW Surge Tank Rigidity Upgrade,"
Revision 0, January 24, 1991 whichqualifiedtherevisedtank/ptatformconfig-

-

i urationsandfoundthecalculationstobe. acceptable. The team requested that
FPL instt11 the Unit 4 portion of the modification package during the current

| refueling outage. Deficiency 89-203 16 is closed based on the-team's under-
: standing that FPL will modify the Unit 4 CCW surge 16nk anchorage prior to

restart.

| _(Closed)-Deficiencyitem 89-203-17: Auditability of the CCW Stress Packages

Teledyne reviewed the safety-related large-bore piping systems, equipnient,ithand
supports associated with the CCW system in Units 3 and 4 for conformance w
the FSAR criteria. Bechtel.previously reviewed these piping' systems for- _ _
function 611ty. The DV! team reviewed the Teledyne Calculations 6961C-1 and
6901C-3 and revealed that. the Teledyne stress packages could not be audited as
independent documents. The Teledyne calculations used information that Rechte1
originally prepared without clear reference to the originating Bechtel socumen-
tation. Examples of such unreferenced information inc uded equipnient nortle
thermal displacements and valve weights and offsets. The Teledyne stress
)ackages did not appear to incorporate.- either directly or by reference, the
3echtel information required to make these stress packages auditable.--

The licensee responded that, in order to su) port auditability of these stress
packages, FPL had planned to reference the 3echtel input documents on the
isonetric drawings supporting each stress package. T11s isonetric drawing
progr6m is scheduled to be completed by December 31 1992. Teledyne will-
revise the drawings in accordance with Teledyne engineering procedure EP-2-064,
" Generation uf "As-Built" Piping Stress isometric and Pi>e Support Drawings for-
Safety-Relaied Piping Systems, whichisbeingrevised(Revision 3)toincorpo-

-

|
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rate this activity. The tease cons Mers that the planned corrective action is
acceptable; therefore, Deficiency 89403 17 is closed.

(Closed) - Deficiency _89 203 19_: Sma11dore Pipe Qualification

The DVI team reviewed Bechtel Walkdown Package CCW 3 111-1 and backup Bechtel
Calculation C 499 167 and assesstd the qualification of the branch lines to the
governing criteria of Bechtel Specification 5177 PS 21, * Project implementation
of User's Manual M 10 for Routing and Supporting 2 inch and Under Piping for ;

Modification to Turkey Point Units 3 and 4." The calculation accepted two 1

branch lines with frequencies of 22 24 Hz without requiring tieb6ct supports to
the piping run. The tieback supports were required by the Bechtel specifica-
tion for branch lines with fundam(ntal frequencies less than 33 Hz.

The licensee's response indicated that, although the branch lines had fundamen-
tal frequencies less than 33 Hz, tht stress levels of these two branch lines
were determined to be within the allowable ranges for both OBF and SSE and
were considered acceptable. To avoid misinttrpretation in future .pplication
of these criteria, Bechtel had revised the acceptance criteria in its design
specification to permit alternative methods of assessing the need of tieback
supports for branch lines.r

,

'The team reviewed the revised User's Manual and agreed that these methods
satisfitd the licensing cowaitrent of piping Code 031.1. Therefore, Deficiency
89 203 19 is clostd.

_(Closed) - Deficiency 89f203_-20: ComponentDesignRequirements(CDRs)

The CDRs for the reactor protection systems, CCW, and electric 61 distribution
systems contained erruneous and unnecessary information. These concerns led
the DV1 team to the conclusion that the CDR had not been appropriately veri-
fied. The licensee had agreed to perform additional verification of the CDR
information and issued a directive which restricted the use of CDR infortaation
in the design process.

'

TPL's response letter to the NRC indicated that the CDR verification would take
place in sever 61 stages. First, the accuracy and reliability of CDR informa-
tion would be improved in a "CDR Repair" project which would provide the
component requirements in a clear, concise, and verifiable form. U)on comple-
tion of "CDR Repair" for the selected systems "CDR Verification" tie., would be
ierformed. This effort would include verification and validation of CDn
information. The scope of this verification would be finalized in procedures
ard would be expected to focus on key design requirements that demonstrated the
fuactional capability of the components. The licensee will complete this
effart by June 30, 1991.

The D110wup team reviewed the "CDR Repair" package for the components in the
safety injection system and found CDR information was well prepared, and that
every coponent was-addressed in detail. Although, certain design attributes
of sow components were unavailable, the licensee had identified them and
planned te obtain them through other utilities, manufacturers, and vendors.

;

7
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The team also reviewed the FPL training plan for the CDR verification program,

and found it to be acceptable. Based on the satisfactory initial progress of
the CDR repair packagc the acceptable training plan for CDR verification and'

FPL's stated intent of, completing the program, Deficiency 89-203 20 is
considered closed.

|

3.0 MANAGEMENT EXIT MEETING

The inspection team conducted an exit meeting at FPL's engineering offices on
March 1, 1991. The tenni discussed the status of the deficiencies a:Idrcssed
during the icllowup inspection, including actions required to resolvc the
remaining unresolved deficiency. Mr. E. Y. Imbro of NRR was at the exit
sieeting.

'
Af ter the exit meeting, the licensce presented to the followup team a program,

to overview their contractor's design aroducts. This program resulted from the
original DVI team's coment regardirg FPL's technical overview of its contrac-
tors. FPL considered that this prograni w6s successful in that calculatiet
submitted to FPL by its vendors af ter the implementation of this program showed
a significant improvcnent over those submitted before this program.- The team
questioned the effectiver,ess of this program in light of the nunber of errors
,found in the contracteo engineering products reviewed during this inspection.
.

4.0 PER50filiEL CONTACTEL
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*M. Moran Engineer, PEG JPL
*S. Cornell Lead Hechanical Engineer, PTP Site, JPNE/FPL
*K. Greene Civil Engineering Supervisor, JPN/FPL
*F. Schiffley FPL, Engineering
C. Weaver Bechtel
J. Ivany Bechtel

*k. Gil FPL
*H. Paduano FPL,JPN
*S. Verduci FPL, Licensing
L. Pabst Design Basis Manager - FPL

*R. Wade FPL, NAS
G. Adams FPL, Engineer

*D. Powell PTH, Licensing
*E. Weinkam FPL, Nuclear Licensing
*W. Harris FPL, JPN Projects
'J. Hosmer FPL, Director

* Designates licensee personnel who attended the exit meeting on
March 1, 1991.
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